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Indiana

[Headquarters]
8180 W. 10th St.
Indianapolis, IN 46214
317.271.1542
INReSharp@woodmizer.com

4

Georgia

5

24435 N.E. Sandy Blvd.
Wood Village, OR 97060
503.661.1939
sleru@woodmizer.com

74 Pine Rd.
Newnan, GA 30263
770.251.4894
lheath@woodmizer.com
3

New York

Missouri

9664 Lawrence 2130
Mt. Vernon, MO 65712
417.466.7670
jalexander@woodmizer.com
6

8604 SR. 104
Hannibal, NY 13074
315.564.6421
calfl@woodmizer.com

Oregon

Pennsylvania

22638 Croghan Pike
Shade Gap, PA 17255
814.259.3254
rhamman@woodmizer.com
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800.244.4600
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Your Leader in Blade Technology.

Focus on sawing – Leave the sharpening to us!
ReSharp lets you spend your time sawing, not sharpening blades. For
hassle-free sharpening, return your blades to one of our Wood-Mizer
ReSharp locations. We don’t just sharpen your blades – we return them
to original manufacturing standards for accurate set and sharpness for
as little as $7 per blade.

The ReSharp Process

1. Sign Up!
Call ReSharp at 800.244.4600 to get your account set up. We can
place a credit card on file, or work out other payment methods for you.
2. Package your dull blades
When your blades get dull, pack them up carefully in the box they came in, be
sure to secure the blades with the metal ring and a strong zip tie. Watch blade
packing videos online, or scan these QR codes to watch on your smartphone.

Coil blades with metal
ring & zip tie

Sharpening

Cleaning

What ReSharp Customers Say...
“Wood-Mizer Blades are the best I
have used. With the ReSharp program
I have no broken blades, no expensive
equipment to purchase, and one less
chore for me.”
Martin’s Lumber
“We never had time to sharpen our
blades. It was iritating to take guys
away from other work to sharpen
blades. We are really happy with
ReSharp.”
Royce S.
“I often think ReSharp cuts better
than new.”
George T.

Setting

Shipping

5

Tape sides & add
shipping label

Flatpack Blade Box-Pack
and secure with
metal ring and ziptie

Cube Blade Box-Pack
and separate with
cardboard dividers

3. Ship your blades
Apply one of the provided FedEx return labels, and call FedEx for a pick up.
Or use your preferred shipping company.
Request additional labels at woodmizer.com, or call 800.244.4600.

EASY STEPS
GET STARTED!

4. Sharpened & Returned
Your blades will be sharpened in the order they were received. Your
account will be charged, and your receipt will return with your blades.
On average, blades will return to you within two weeks.
See payment options at woodmizer.com, or call 800.244.4600.

Watch Blade Videos Online!

How to coil/uncoil a blade
Check out woodmizer.com for
more educational videos

5. That’s not all!
Sign up for our blade Auto-Replace and Auto Fill programs, and let us keep
you topped off with sharp blades.
•
		
		
		

Auto-Replace
When a blade is no longer able to be sharpened, we will automatically replace
the rejected blade with a new blade of the same type and will invoice you for
the replacement blade along with the ReSharp blades. 15% off the new blade.

•
		
		
		

Auto Fill
Have Wood-Mizer always send back a full box, regardless of how many
blades you send in. This option is used by customers who always want to
Yourof
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